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TAMPA BAY IN 1757:
FRANCISCO MARIA CELI’S JOURNAL
AND LOGBOOK, PART I
edited by JOHN  D. W ARE *
F OR ALMOST TWO centuries following their discovery and ex-ploration Tampa Bay lay virtually neglected by the Spanish.
Then, in 1756, for a variety of reasons, they seemed to awake
to the potential of the area, and they authorized two surveys.1
The first, made by Juan Baptista Franco in the closing months
of 1756, was but briefly recorded.2 Perhaps because of the
brevity of this report a second survey was sought by Señor
Don Lorenzo de Montalbo,3 comisario ordenador de marina,
principal naval minister in Cuba. The mission was entrusted to
Don Francisco Maria Celi, pilot of the Spanish Royal Fleet, as
ordered by Rear Admiral Frey Blas de la Barreda.
If Franco’s twenty-two day examination of the Tampa Bay
area4 was but briefly recorded, Celi’s somewhat longer survey





Captain Ware, a resident of Tampa, is secretary of the Florida State
Pilots’ Association and co-manager of the Tampa Bay Pilots’ Association.
Charles W. Amade, “Celi’s Expedition to Tampa Bay: A Historical
Analysis,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XLVII (July 1968), 4-6; John
Jay TePaske, The Governorship of Spanish Florida, 1700-1763 (Durham,
1964), 106, notes that Ferdinand VI, in the fall of 1756, granted per-
mission to cut the royal timber of Florida for shipbuilding purposes.
Juan Baptista Franco’s two and one-half page report, December 7, 1756,
is available in a certified copy made by Domingo de Lavradores in
Havana and dated April 6, 1761, Archivo y Biblioteca del Servicio
Histórico Militar, Madrid, legajo 5-l-6-5. See also Jack D. L. Holmes
and John D. Ware, “Juan Baptista Franco and Tampa Bay, 1756,”
Tequesta, XXVIII (1968), 91-97.
Lorenzo Montalvo (Montalbo) Avellaneda y Ruiz Alarcón was born in
1710 in Medina del Campo, Spain, a descendent of a family of that
name in Valladolid. He was serving as comisaro ordenador de Marina,
or quartermaster, in 1762 when the English invasion occured. He dis-
tinguished himself in the siege and later was credited with using his
influence to the benefit of the landowners and the residents of Havana
under the English domination. After the performance of these military
services, he engaged in civil matters among which was the construction
of a waterway. He died in Havana, December 8, 1778, as the first Conde
de Macurijes. See Francisco Calcagno, Diccionario Biográfico Cubano
(New York, 1878), 428-29.
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were omitted from his journal and logbook or from his elabor-
ate and reasonably accurate chart. One historian has described
Celi’s cartographic effort as a “key document” and “an artistic
work.”5
The Celi map, or chart, is not a recent discovery; historians
have known of its existence for many years.6 However, its com-
panion document, Celi’s eighty-page survey journal and log-
book, from which the chart itself was developed, was not
brought to light by Florida historians from its repository in the
Naval Museum in Madrid until 1965. This account came into
the hands of the editor who has translated, edited, and anno-
tated it.7
The transcription and translation of this document presented
certain minor problems, none insurmountable. Of the two op-
erations, perhaps the transcription was the more difficult. First
of all, both sides of the sheet were utilized by the scribe, whose
handwriting left much to be desired. The result was that on
certain pages the “bleed-through” of the ink on each side of
the porous paper tended to obliterate or otherwise confuse
the writing of both sides.8 Additionally, Celi, in true seafarer
fashion, made even more than the normally extensive use of




Ibid; Amade, “Celi’s Expedition to Tampa Bay: A Historical Analysis,”
l-2; J. Clarence Simpson, Florida Place Names of Indian Derivation,
edited by Mark F. Boyd (Tallahassee, 1956), 107-08. For a somewhat less
detailed version, perhaps a copy of Celi’s chart, see Arthur P. Whitaker,
ed.,  Documents Relating to the Commercial  Policy of  Gain in the
Floridas (Deland, 1931), plate opposite 156; and Margaret Carrick
Fairlie, History of Florida (Kingsport, Tennessee, 1935), 36.
This manuscript was found by Charles W. Arnade who made it available
to the translator through Walter P. Fuller of St. Petersburg. Francisco
Maria Celi, “De la Havana al Puerto de Tampa, Año de 1757, Diario
de Reconocimientos,” “Océano Atlántico Septentrional,” vol. IIa, mss.
176, documento 5, Museo Naval, Ministerio de Marina, Madrid; trans-
lated and annotated by the editor, “From Havana to the Port of Tampa,
year of 1757, A Journal of Surveys.”
translation, and article by the editor,
Photocopies of the manuscript,
veys and Chart of 1757,”
“A view of Celi’s Journal of Sur-
with annotations, are found in the Florida
Historical Society Library, University of South Florida, Tampa, and the
P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University of Florida, Gaines-
ville. The article, was published in a shorter edited form. Florida
Historical Quarterly, XLVII (July 1968), 8-24.
This problem was solved by placing the recto and verso sides of the
photocopies together back-to-back and holding them in front of a light.
This, in effect, simulated the single sheet of the original document and
permitted the proper alignment of all words of both sides whereby the
proper distinctions were able to be made.
8 .
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abbreviations which contributed nothing to the ease of tran-
scription or translation.
The manuscript was handwritten in eighteenth-century
Spanish, certain of which is now archaic, employing, of course,
the spelling, lettering, and styling of the era. The nomenclature
of certain items relating to the sailing vessel and to its naviga-
tion required a little more than the normal amount of care
in translation. Fortunately, the scribe’s handwriting, if not of
the very best, was at least reasonably consistent.
Celi’s Diario is essentially a technical account combining his
survey journal and the log of the San Francisco de Asis on her
passages from Havana to Tampa Bay and return. And while
it contains much in the way of interesting historical narrative,
it also has many compass courses, bearings, distances, and
depths, in addition to five pages of log tabulations. Since these
data contribute nothing to the narrative, certain of these repe-
titous passages have been briefly paraphrased by the present
writer and translator, and appear herein in editorial brackets.
The daily log sheets have been omitted for the same reason.
In October 1966, the only known copy of the original Celi
manuscript9 and one copy of his chart were examined in the
Museo Naval in Madrid. A microfilm record of each was ob-
tained, whereby certain obscurities of a former transcription
were clarified and missing pages were obtained. A visit was also
made to the Archivo Don Ãlvaro Bazán in El Viso del
Marquès in the Province of Ciudad Real where service records
of Spanish naval officers dating back to the early sixteenth
century are kept, but nothing could be found on Celi or his
work. A short asunto personal dated Madrid, March 22, 1756,
to The Most Excellent Bailio Frey de Arriaga about Don Lino
Morillo, perhaps the second-in-command of the vessel, was the
only document brought to light in this archive on the men who
accompanied Celi. l0  Later a brief item on Francisco Maria
9. This copy, unsigned by Celi, was made by Rafael Maestre, compared
with the original, and dated Isle of León, May 9, 1811.
10. Ware, “A View of Celi’s Journal of Surveys and Chart of 1757,” 10-11.
This asunto was an aviso to Arriaga advising that Alfe’rez de Navio
[Ensign] Don Lino Morillo, previously unassigned, had been qualified by
His Majesty and assigned to Havana. His service was to be in the patrol
vessels of the Windward Islands under command of Jefe de Escuadra
[Rear Admiral] Don Blas de la Barreda. Celi named the present Hills-
4
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Celi was found in a published source.11
The account of Celi’s 1757 survey of Tampa Bay appears to
be the first detailed report on this body of water to come to
light after a period of almost two centuries of indifference and
neglect. Therefore, his Diario must likewise be regarded as a
“key document” and a significant contribution to the scant
knowledge of the area in the closing years of the first Spanish
regime in Florida.12
FROM HAVANA TO THE PORT OF TAMPA13
YEAR OF 1757
A JOURNAL OF SURVEYS
[Part I]
Logbook kept by Don Francisco Maria Celi, pilot of the
Royal Fleet, by order of Señior Frey Blas de la Barreda, Knight
Commander of Vallejos, rear admiral of the naval fleets of his
Catholic Majesty, commander general of the squadron of Ha-
vana; in the xebec San Francisco de Asis, 14 commanded by Naval
borough River San Julian y Arriaga, perhaps partially in honor of Minis-
ter of State Arriaga in Spain. Wilbur H. Siebert, “The Departure of the
Spaniards and Other Groups from East Florida, 1763-1764,” Florida
Historical Quarterly, XIX (October 1940), 145, 151.
11. Calcagno, Diccionario Biográfico Cubano, 187, states that “Francisco
Maria Celi, land surveyor; among others of his works, deserves mention
for his map of the district of Puerto Príncipe” [Port au Prince?]. Al-
though this source characterizes the subject as agrimensor, or land
surveyor, Celi refers to himself in his Diario and on his Plano as Piloto
de la Real Armada, a pilot of the Royal Fleet, thus confirming that
early Spanish pilots were also concerned with surveying and cartography.
The context of the foregoing suggests that Celi may have been a
civilian, and if so, this would explain the absence of a service record
in the archives. For a typescript in Spanish of the biographical informa-
tion on Montalvo and Celi the present writer is indebted to Ruth Kent
and Eugenia B. Arana of the St. Augustine Historical Society.
12. Charles W. Arnade, “The Juan Baptista Franco Document of Tampa
Bay, 1756,” Tequesta, XXVIII (1968), 99-101; Amade, “Three Early
Spanish Tampa Bay Maps,” 85; Arnade, “Celi’s Expedition to Tampa
Bay: A Historical Analysis,” 1, 6-7.
13. “Dé la Havana al Puerto de Tampa, Año de 1757, Diario de Recono-
cimientos,” translated with notes by John D. Ware.
14. A Jabeque or xebec was a small three-masted vessel which navigated in
the Mediterranean, and on the coast of Spain and Portugal. See Henry
B. Culver and Gordon Grant, The Book of Old Ships (Garden City,
1935), 213, Velasquez, Spanish and English Dictionary (Chicago, 1964),
412. The three masts usually bore lateen sails, the foremast having a
pronounced rake forward. There were many variations of the rig, and
oars were often employed as a supplementary means of propulsion. For
5
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Lieutenant Don José Jiménez, from said Port of Havana, which
is in 23o 10’ north latitude and longitude 291o 10’ for the Ray
of Tampa, which is in 27o 40’ and 290o longitude, based on the
meridian of Tenerife,15 in order to survey its forests16 and to
draw its chart.
Easter Sunday, April 10, 1757. Dawn came with horizons and
sky clear, and with a land breeze from the southeast. At 7:00
in the morning we set sail with the towing vessell and at 7:45
took our departure from between Morro Castle and the Point.
The towing vessel was cast off and a course set, heading NNE.
The wind strengthened and shifted to the east; whereupon a
rough sea was encountered from the NNE. The wind continued
changing to the ENE, which compelled us to steer north and
then N 5o NW. At 9:30 the wind increased even more, and
required us to put about. While to leeward, the lateen yard
of the foremast was lowered. We noted our position from the
channel entrance and set a course of SSE in order to remain
close-hauled near land until a suitable time for crossing to the
a view of the xebec San Francisco de Asis and its stylized version, see
Ware, “A View of Celi’s Journal of Surveys and Chart of 1757,” plates
opposite 14-15. The sketch on Celi’s chart indicates that her mainmast
was square-rigged, and carried three sails-main, lower main, and upper
mainsails. There is no indication from the text of the Journal or the
sketch that the San Francisco de Asis was equipped with oars.
15. In Celi’s account and chart, Tenerife in the Canary Islands was used as
the prime meridian, and the longitude was reckoned from zero degrees
through 360° west to east. This would account for the longitude of
290° herein shown, even though somewhat in error. See Nathaniel
Bowditch, American Practical Navigator (Washington, 1962), 48. Until
the beginning of the nineteenth century, there was little uniformity
among the cartographers as to the meridian from which longitude was
measured. The navigator was not particularly concerned since he could
not determine his longitude. The system of measuring longitude both
east and west through 180o may have first appeared in the middle of
the eighteenth century. The meridian of London was used as early as
1676, and over the years its popularity grew as England’s maritime
interests increased, however, it was not until 1884 that the meridian
of Greenwich was officially established as the prime meridian.
16. Celi employed the word montes which has a number of meanings, in-
cluding: mountains, mounts, woods, forests, woodlands, difficulties, ob-
structions, etc. The subsequent preoccupation of the survey party with
timber for ships’ masts, booms, and yards suggests that Celi was re-
ferring to the forests around Tampa Bay. An earlier and briefly re-
corded survey also suggests this. See Holmes and Ware, “Juan Baptista
Franco and Tampa Bay, 1756,” 91-97, passim.
17. The towing vessel referred to was probably a longboat with men at
the sweeps.
6
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keys.l8 At noon I observed Morro Castle at S 5o SE, a distance
of one league.
Midday of the 10th day to the llth, Monday noon.l9 The
sky continues clear except for scud driven before the breeze.
The rough sea continues as we are close-hauled, until at 3:30
in the afternoon it is resolved to proceed toward the keys. The
wind has now veered to the east and is somewhat more favor-
able. The heading is set at N by E, as we are somewhat beyond
the Castle of Cojimar, in latitude 23o 14’ and 291o 18’ longitude.
The vessel proceeded on said tack and with the same wind,
which moderated by midnight.
Dawn came Monday with hazy horizons, sea almost flat, and
favorable winds. At 5:45 in the morning keys were sighted at
a distance, but could not be recognized through the haze. A
sounding was taken showing a depth of seven fathoms20 with
white sand bottom. Continuing on this tack and sounding fre-
quently, we arrived at four fathoms. Realizing that the keys
could not yet be recognized, we changed tack and turned SSE.
Under shortened sail we sounded six and seven, until at ten
fathoms we lost the bottom; whereupon we attempted to keep
to windward until it might clear.
At 7:45 it cleared and we again changed our tack to a
heading of N by E. The key was recognized to be the one
where we made our landfall: that is, the one to the east of
Boca Grande, and the one seen at a distance to the west as Key
18. The Florida keys.
19. Bowditch, American Practical Navigator, 483. Until recently many mari-
time nations reckoned their nautical day from noon to noon.
20. TO avoid repetition and for convenience,’ the measurements of a definite
nature referred to in Celi’s Diario are grouped under this footnote,
and are herewith compared with the corresponding U.S. measurement
where possible. J. Villasana Haggard, Handbook for Trunslarors of
Spanish Historical Documents (Austin, 3941), 68, passim: “Uniformity
in weights and measures throughout the Spanish Empire was not
achieved until the metric system was officially adopted in 1871.” Unless
otherwise noted, the above is the reference authority for the following
measurements and their equivalents:
pulgada (Spanish): inch, 0.914 inch.
palmo (Spanish): palm. 8.23 inches.
codo (Spanish): 1/2 vara, cubit, 16.5 inches.
vara (Castilla): yard, 32.909579, or 33 inches.
braza (Spanish): fathom, 1 yard 29.82 inches or 65.82 inches.
cable: a cable’s length (Velasquez), 120 fathoms.
milla (Spanish): mile, 0.866 mile.
legua (Spanish): league (of Burgos, 18,281.7 ft.; geometric, 18,266.7 ft.)
Haggard made certain errors in his conversion.
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Marquéz, five leagues to the leeward of Cayo de G[h]ueso [Key
West]. (From which we crossed over along the coast proceeding
from Havana, until we descried this landfall. I have relied upon
the course angle of five degrees in the fourth quadrant of the
compass21 and a distance by log of sixty-three miles.
Proceeding on this tack N by E, we again found sand bot-
tom at eleven fathoms; and frequent soundings revealed [depths
varying from seven, to three, to ten, and to six] fathoms. This
depth of six fathoms held until French Key22 bore NW by W,
a distance of one and one-half leagues, and Boca Grande Key
NE, a distance of one-half league. We continued to navigate
until a depth of three fathoms was found; whereupon at 8:30
we anchored, Boca Grande Key bearing east, one half league,
and Key Marquéz abeam at WNW, one league. We anchored
in this position realizing that the tide was falling and that the
wind might later permit our crossing to the coast of the main-
land. Latitude of this arrival: 26o 31’, longitude 290o 43’. This
is according to the information on the chart.23
At 10:00 A.M. the wind veered to E by S. We sailed at this
time, steering NW, sounding frequently a depth of three fath-
oms, shoaling to two and one-half. At 11:00 we were beyond this
channel between Marquéz Key and Boca Grande. We sounded
a depth of seven fathoms with white sand bottom and at noon
I observed a latitude of 24o 48’ and raised24 Boca Grande at
ESE, a distance of three and one-half leagues. We are now more
northward of Marquéz Key, which is WSW, a distance of four
and one-half leagues. Longitude of this arrival: 290o 36’.
Midday of the 11th to the 12th, Tuesday noon. The sky
21. The vessel’s initial course was north by east, but according to Celi’s log
sheets, he later altered course to make good the course angle in ques-
tion. This would have allowed for the current set when crossing the
Gulf Stream in the Straits of Florida. Early compasses were graduated
into thirty-two (32) points as well as degrees. North and south were
zero degree and east and west were 90°. Thus the first quadrant was
from north to east, second quadrant from south to east, third from
south to west, and the fourth from north to west.
22. French Key seems to be another name used by Celi for Marquesa Key.
23. Celi is herein accepting the co-ordinates of latitude and longitude of
his position as shown on the chart. Although navigators had been able
to determine their latitude by celestial observations for centuries, de-
velopments leading to accurate determination of longitude at sea by
the average navigator came during the nineteenth century. See Bow-
ditch, American Practical Navigator, 40-48, passim, and Ware, “A View
of Celi’s Journal of Survey and Chart of 1757,” 8-9.
24. Raised is herein used in the sense of observing or taking a bearing.
8
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continues clear, the horizons hazy, and the sea even smoother.
The wind is fresh from the ESE, and the vessel is heading N
by E, as we sound hour by hour. Nightfall came bringing the
same weather. At 10:00 P.M., having encountered less depth,
we steered NNW until 11:00 P.M., at which time one more
fathom was found and we steered N by W. We arrived at day-
break Tuesday in sight of land, which we descried in the
middle of the bay of Carlos and at a distance from it of three
leagues.25 At this time the order was given to steer NW by W,
as a sounding showed four and one-half fathoms with rocky
bottom.
Note: From Punta Tancha to Punta Larga,26 which is the
point south of the bay or inlet of Carlos, the coast runs NW
and SE a distance of twenty leagues. From Punta Larga to Punta
Sanibel, which is the one of the band of keys north of Carlos
Bay, the coast and keys run NW and SE: with one another. They
turn away for a distance of fifteen leagues, and in this distance
form said cove figure in the shape of a half moon, having a
depth in its entrance of eight to nine palms. Inside the bay
there is a depth of thirty-two to forty palms, so that it is suit-
able only for fishing vessels.
From Punta Sanibel the coast runs WNW 5o W, and con-
tinuing on this same course one and one-half leagues there is
a bay or hidden mouth. Running along this same course for two
and one-half leagues is another inlet which they call El Captivo,27
in which there is a depth of seven to eight palms.
Finding ourselves at a distance from land of about one
league with the xebec, we steered NNW a distance of two and
25. United States Coast and Geodetic Survey Chart 1113, Havana to Tampa
Bay. Hereinafter referred to as Chart 1113. Celi’s bearings and distances
do not coincide nor do they agree with the latitude: Accepting the
latter, however, as being more nearly correct and projecting the dis-
tance run from his noon position to his landfall at daybreak (about
5:00 A.M.), one arrives at a distance of some ninety miles sailed in
approximately seventeen hours for an average speed of approximately
5.3 knots per hour.
26. Bernard Romans, Map of Florida, 1774, in Woodbury Lowery, A De-
scriptive List of Maps of the Spanish Possessions within the present
United States, 1502-1820; edited with notes by Philip Lee Phillips
(Washington, 1912), 370. L. C. item 566, shows these as “Punta Tancha
now Sandy Point” and “Cape Roman or Punta Larga,” respectively. See
Chart 1113 for the modern names of these points: “Cape Sable” and
“Cape Romano,” respectively.
27. Ibid. Chart 1113 shows this as “Captiva Pass.”
9
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one-half leagues with a depth of four and one-half to five
fathoms. We arrived somewhat beyond a pass which is called
Boca Grande,28 in which there is a depth of fifteen palms, and
inside, up to thirty palms. At 9:45 A.M. we steered NW, having
unexpectedly encountered sand bars extending outward from
the land a little more than one league, Note: I advise that one
should navigate along the coast in a depth of six fathoms,
which will go safely by all danger.
At 10:00 A.M. a sounding was made showing six fathoms
with shell bottom; whereupon we steered NNW and at 10:30
were almost becalmed. This day has been noted by a difference
by dead reckoning to that by observation of eleven miles more
to the north, for which I allowed with the first correction. From
this position the entrance to Tampa Bay bears to the north
three leagues NW, a distance of seventeen leagues.29
Midday of the 12th to the 13th day, Wednesday noon.
Horizons are hazy, sky is clear, and the sea is smooth. With a
favorable wind from the SSW and heading NW by N, we pro-
ceeded along the coast a distance from land of one league with
a depth of three and one-half and four fathoms and sand
bottom. The wind continued to moderate, until shifting to
WNW it became almost calm. At 4:45 in the afternoon we
changed tack to a heading of WSW, the wind having veered
to NNW. At 5:45 P.M. we came about on a tack of NE with the
same wind, in order to stand inshore in expectation of the
nightly land breeze.30
Night came on us with this fair weather and the same
wind from NNW. At 7:30 in the evening we turned on a tack
of west with this wind, so as not to approach nearer to land.
At this time the wind began shifting to land and with it we
kept falling away to the leeward until we steered NNW. We
kept to a depth of six and one-half to six fathoms until 2:00 in
the morning, at which time a sounding showed three fathoms
with white sand bottom; whereupon the pilot said we should
28. Ibid. This pass is the entrance to present Port Boca Grande.
29. This is an awkward and none-too-accurate means of expressing a bear-
ing, and it would not be used by present-day pilots or navigators.
30. This suggests that Celi was aware of land and sea breezes caused by
the alternate heating and cooling of the Florida land mass adjacent to
the Gulf of Mexico. See Bowditch, American Practical Navigator, 806
and Ware, “A View of Celi’s Journal of Surveys and Chart of 1757,” 12.
10
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anchor, lest we go beyond the entrance of Tampa Bay.31 The
mainsail was hauled in and all sails lowered. We anchored in
this position, considering it to be opposite a blind pass which
is situated south of Tampa Bay about two or three leagues. The
pilot said that because of this inlet a bar extended outward
from the land.32
Dawn came Wednesday with dim horizons, clear sky, smooth
sea, and a favorable land breeze. At 5:15 in the morning we
set sail with this wind from the ESE, steering NNW and later
NW by N. We continued along the coast of the land at a
distance off of one and one-half leagues, sounding constantly
depths of three and one-fourth, three, and four fathoms with
sand bottom.
At 5:30 A.M. the islands of the entrance of Tampa Bay
were sighted in the NNW, a distance of about three and one-
half leagues. When the xebec was about one league distant
from the entrance, we came to a depth of two fathoms, which
we saw was a bar which runs NE and SW extending from the
entrance at the south of this bay. As soon as we crossed this bar
we entered by way of the middle channel, which is between
the island to the south and the middle island of the entrance,
this one being to the north of the former. This channel runs
NE and SW, with a depth of three and one-half, three, and
even up to four fathoms. (I named this channel San Juan y
Navarro.)33 At 8:30 we entered and at 9:00 we anchored in
four fathoms in white sand bottom. The center of the southern-
most key34 bore SSE from me a distance of one-half league; the
south point of the middle island35 W by N a distance of one-
half mile; and the northernmost point of this said island NNW
3o N, a distance of one league.
31. Celi was probably referring to himself in the third person, because the
only other pilot aboard was the pilotin or junior pilot, probably his
assistant.
32. Probably Longboat Pass; see Chart 1113. Celi’s statement was based on
sound reasoning, as the outflow of current from passes, inlets, streams,
or rivers usually creates shoals or bars LO the seaward. This is based
on the personal experience and observation of the translator as a former
professional seafarer and pilot.
83. See United States Coast and Geodetic Survey Chart 1257, Tampa Bay
and St. Joseph Sound. Hereinafter referred to as Chart 1257. This
would have been the present Southwest Channel.
34. Ibid., present Passage Key, now a mere sand spit with scant vegetation.
35. Ibid., that is the middle of the entrance of Tampa Bay, Egmont Key.
11
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We remained anchored in this position in order to examine
closely and sketch the entrances and channels of this Bay of
Tampa; whereupon I gave it  the name of San Fernando in
memory of the King, my master.3 6 To the island of the middle,
I gave the name of San Blas y Barreda [Egmont Key];37 the one
to the south, San Francisco y León [Passage Key]; the one
nearby to San Blas y Burreda, I called San Luis y Velasco
[Mullet Key], which is to the north and east of the former.
Note: I advise that in coming to this Bay of Tampa, newly
called San Fernando, one should attempt to proceed along the
coast at a distance of about one league and a half from the land.
At this distance off one will proceed with a depth of six, six
and one-half, and seven fathoms free and clear from all danger.
Moreover, he will arrive in such a position as to enter the
channel of San Juan y Navarro far enough off to be clear in
the entrance of said channel which runs NE and SW. As one
draws nearer to the small island of San Blas y Barreda, it re-
veals its channel better because of a steep or bold bank on
which the sea breaks about one league offshore.
Midday of the 13th to the 14th, Thursday noon. The sky
continues clear, the horizons hazy, and the wind favorable. The
xebec was anchored in the aforementioned position, and it was
the order of my captain that we remain there until I examine
and draw a sketch of the entrances and channels of this bay.
At 8:00 A.M., Thursday, I went with the longboat38 to the isle
of San Blas y Barreda, and in the name of God and the Most
Holy Mother, began to measure said island of San Blas.
Starting from the southernmost point, I took the following
measurements with a rope marked in Castillian yards:
At the heading of north--------------------------------------- 494 yards
At the angle of 11o, fourth quadrant --------------- 952 yards
At north --------------------------------------------------------- 476 yards
At the angle of 17o 30’: first quadrant --------------------- 238 yards
36. Celi’s reference to “the King, my master,” suggests that he named
Tampa Bay for Ferdinand VI, who reigned from 1746 to 1759.
37. Chart 1257. To avoid repetition the English name in brackets will
follow Celi’s Spanish version in certain instances. Unless otherwise noted
this chart will be the authority.
38. Albert Manucy, Florida’s Menendez (St. Augustine, 1965), 191. An open
boat with oars and demountable sailing mast, they were towed or stowed
aboard seagoing vessels as tenders.
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Sketch of San Blas y Barreda (Egmont Key)
Celi surveyed this island by a series of compass bearings (20) and
distances measured in Castillian varas (yards). His coordinates and an
assumed scale disclose that the island in 1757 was 1.4 nautical miles long
and 0.3 wide at its widest point, and that its size and configuration were
much the same as they are today. There is no indication from Celi’s chart
or his Diario that the magnetic variation for the Tampa Bay area was
considered in any of his survey work.
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At the angle of 22o 30’: same quadrant -----------------      358 yards
At the angle of 15o same quadrant -------------------------- 76 yards39
Midday of the 14th day to the 15th day, Friday noon. The
same weather continues. At noon I called a halt until 2:00 in the
afternoon in order to eat; whereupon I returned to continue
my mission, and proceeded to measure the following:
At the angle of llo 15’, fourth quadrant ---------------  200 yards
At the angle of 45o, same quadrant -----------------  238 yards
At the angle of 54o, same quadrant -----------------  200 yards
At the angle of 60°, third quadrant -------------------  223 yards
At the angle of 6o, same quadrant --------------------
At the angle of 4o, same quadrant -------------------
At south --------------------------------------------------------
At the angle of 4o, third quadrant ----------------------
At south ---------------------------------------------------------
At the angle of 4o, second quadrant ------------------------
At the angle of 16o, same quadrant-----------------
At the angle of 45o, same quadrant ----------------
At the angle of 10o, same quadrant ----------------











With these measurements I completed the circuit of the
island of San Blas y Barreda and left this position marked with
a stake in order to relate other measurements to other places.
At 6:30 P.M. I finished. This day the winds have been favorable
from the ESE, until they shifted to the WNW as a sea breeze.
Nightfall came upon us with the horizons heavy with clouds.
At 9:00 in the evening there was lightning as from a bombard-
ment in the WNW, and the sky and the horizons closed in.
At 2:30 A.M. a heavy squall struck us with strong winds from
the WNW, accompanied by rain. At 4:30 there was violent
thunder, even as the heavy rain squalls moderated somewhat.
39. Celi probably took these bearings with a magnetic compass fitted with
a telescope or some sort of sight vane attachment. The fact that he
indicates that he took these bearings within a tolerance of one-quarter
of a degree of arc, suggests that he was striving for a high degree or
theoretical accuracy. His navigation tabulations on the daily log sheets
record the magnetic variation (though of questionable accuracy) for
the year 1757 and the areas traversed on his passages to and from
Tampa Bay; yet an examination of his chart or the text of the Diario
does not disclose that any of the compass bearings from which he de-
veloped the chart were corrected for this factor.
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Dawn came with complete overcast and light drizzle. At
7:30 A.M., even though the same weather prevailed, the long-
boat was ordered to the island of San Blas y Barreda with the
carpenter and the caulker to repair our small canoe and
another which I found on this island. By so doing it might
serve us and thereby make my mission shorter. At 8:00 A.M.
the sky cleared, and at 9:00 I went to the island of San Fran-
cisco y León with my captain to leave three seamen there who
would display a survey signal at the time I would signal from
the position I had left marked with the stake on the isle of
San Blas.
Midday of the 15th to the 16th, Saturday noon. The horizons
and sky are clear and the wind fresh from the WSW. At 2:00
P.M. I went to the island of San Blas with my captain, made the
aforementioned signal, and took the following bearings: the
easternmost part of the island of San Francisco y León at an
angle of 45o, second quadrant, and the south point of San Blas
with the southernmost part of San Francisco bear 17o, second
quadrant with each other.40 After this, I moved to the north
point of San Blas and took the second bearings: the western-
most part and the point at the south end of the island of León
bore from me 21o, second quadrant and the easternmost part
28o, second quadrant. I have discovered in these two islands
that the tide rises and falls about one-half to three-quarters of
a yard.41 All this afternoon the wind has continued fresh, but
veered around to the WNW.
Night came on us with the same weather, except that the
horizons of the third and fourth quadrants42 are dense with
scud. At 10:00 P.M. the wind increased and shifted to the NNW,
blowing strong; later it veered abeam to WNW.
Dawn came Saturday with clear horizons and sky, and the
sea rather rough from the fresh WNW wind. Despite the in-
40. This is thought to be in error. A figure of 37o, second quadrant, agrees
closely in plotting on the 1757 Celi chart. There are other courses,
distances, and bearings in the text of the Diario which do not agree
entirely when plotted on Celi’s chart.
41. As one Castillian yard equaled 33 inches, the range of the tide accord-
ing to Celi was therefore 16 1/2 inches to 24 3/4, inches. The greater of
these ranges agrees closely with the figure of 25.2 inches for Egmont
Key (No. 3074) in U.S. Dent. of Commerce, Coast & Geodetic Survey.
Tide Tables (1968) (East Coast North and South America) (Washing-
ton, DC. 1968), 238.
42. From south to north by way of west.
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convenience, the longboat with the carpenter and the caulker
was ordered to the island of San Blas to complete repairing
the canoes.
Midday of the 16th day to the 17th, Sunday noon. The same
weather continues, only at this hour of midday the wind mod-
erated somewhat. I went to take bearings from the island of
San Blas of the island of Velasco, where the longboat had gone
with Don Lino Morillo and the pilot to display survey signals
at the ends of this island. They executed these at 3:00 in the
afternoon, and I took the following bearings from the north
point of San Blas: I observed the survey signal at the eastern
extremity of the island of Velasco at the angle of 56o 15’: first
quadrant, and the one at the western extremity at the angle of
48o, first quadrant. I moved to the south point of the island
of San Blas where I took second bearings. I observed the eastern-
most part of the isle of San Luis y Velasco at the angle of 42o,
first quadrant and the westernmost at an angle of 30°, first quad-
rant. At sunset we arrived on board to retire for the day. Night-
fall came with the same weather except that the wind, which was
stronger, has continued all night and shifted more to the NW;
whereupon rougher seas roll in. Dawn came Sunday with
horizons hazy and the sky clear. The wind had shifted more
to the north and was somewhat more favorable.
Midday of the 17th day to the 18th, Monday noon. The same
weather continues, except that the horizons are clear. At 2:00
P.M. I left the vessel in the longboat to go to the island of San
Francisco where I took the following bearings from the NW
point: I observed the point which I saw more to the southward
of the mainland at an angle of 9o, second quadrant. I moved on
to the easternmost point of the island of San Francisco and
went on measuring its beach, which runs at an angle of 22o 30’,
second quadrant for 1528 yards, and which is where the south
end terminates. In this position I observed the mainland43 at
an angle of 16o, third quadrant. On this latter bearing one may
proceed to Punta Arboleda [Bean Point]. At 5:30 I left the
south point of the isle of San Francisco y León. I crossed over
43. Celi used the term tierra firme, meaning “mainland.” Nevertheless, he
was observing Anna Maria Key, perhaps not realizing that it was not
the mainland. See Chart 1257.
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to the other shore on a heading of SSW, sounding successively.
I found in this inlet [depths of from two to a scant six fathoms]
over the bar with sand bottom. There is probably a width from
the south point of San Francisco to the mainland of about 2000
fathoms. Having arrived there, I departed for the vessel and
arrived at nightfall. Night descended on us bringing the same
weather and a clear sky. At 10:00 P.M. the wind changed, blow-
ing fresh from the NE.
Dawn came Monday with the same weather and choppy
seas from the NE wind. At sunrise I departed the vessel in
order to begin the assignment of sketching the shoals inside,
which form the two islands of San Blas and San Francisco.
Having arrived at a position somewhat beyond the isle of San
Francisco, the heavy sea and wind compelled me at 7:30 in the
morning to return aboard ship, lest I run the risk of losing my
course with the longboat and therefore of necessity going to a
place not suitable to my purpose.
At 10:00 A.M., noting the persistence of the wind and sea
and the scant shelter for the xebec anchored opposite the
passes,44 I resolved to proceed farther inside the bay. [Acting
immediately on this decision, Celi and his captain set sail in
search of a more protected anchorage. Proceeding on various
tacks, and meanwhile sounding successively for some four hours,
they finally anchored the vessel in the lee of San Luis y Velasco.
From this position another pass between this key and San Blas
y Barreda was opened to their view.45 With the moderation and
change of this strong wind to a northwesterly seabreeze came
the opportunity to resume their survey. Accordingly, from 2:00
P.M., Monday, April 18, until the evening of the following day,
Celi and his crew traversed the length and breadth of lower
Tampa Bay using San Blas y Barreda [Egmont Key], San Luis
y Velasco [Mullet Key], San Francisco y León [Passage Key],
Punta Arboleda [Bean Point], and Punta del Quemado46 [prob-
44. This is one of the roughest positions in Tampa Bay during a north-
east wind, since it has the full sweep of virtually the entire lower bay.
This observation is based on the personal experience of the translator. Its
exposed position may be confirmed by an examination of Chart 1257.
45. Ibid. This would have been the present Northwest or main ship
channel between Egmont and Mullet Keys.
46. Ibid., and Celi’s chart. This was probably present Snead Point. Punta
del Quemado or “Point of the burned one” may not refer to the
point itself as being burned, since Quemado is the masculine gender
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ably Snead Point] as reference points in their survey of the area.
To the present Passage Key Inlet he gave the name of Santillana
[ Santilla on his chart ].
[Setting forth at 4:00 A.M., Wednesday, with Don Lino
Morillo, Celi proceeded to sound and chart the outer shoals of
Egmont Key until he lost sight of the island and was forced
to turn back because of adverse wind and current. Since the
unfavorable weather offshore continued unabated, Celi sounded
the deep hole and channel north of Egmont Key47 and the
shoals farther north and west of the five-key group of which
San Luis y Velasco was the southernmost. In their order to the
northward he named the other four keys: Sevilla, Alarcón,
Cantein, and Gandica. Celi and his crew then departed for the
xebec, which had meanwhile proceeded to a more favorable
anchorage farther in Tampa Bay. They arrived at nightfall.]
At 3:00 A.M. Thursday the sky and horizons being clear and
the wind from the land, I departed with the longboat to con-
tinue my mission; this being to situate the coast and keys of
this bay. When convenient, I forsook the inlets and channels
so as not to become separated from the xebec. I left for a large
shoal with a depth of only one-half to three-quarters and up
to one fathom with mud bottom, on which there is a large
fishing ground.48
Midday of the 21st day to the 22nd, Friday noon. The
weather continues clear and the wind a seabreeze from the
WSW. At this time I left to seek out the edge of the shoal and
observed that from this island of Velasco it turned away from
the shore about 1500 yards. There is very little depth: little
more than one-half to one fathom, and then it drops off
at its edge to three to three and one-half fathoms. I went on
skirting this shoal with this depth and I was a distance of one-
and Punta is feminine. Such an assumption is by no means certain,
however, as Celi was rather careless with his grammar.
47. This survey party found thirteen fathoms (of 65.8 inches each), or
about seventy-one feet. Chart 1257 shows over ninety feet in this same
general area today. Celi named this area Pozo o Seno de San Tiburcio,
meaning deep hole or bay of San Tiburcio.
48. Ibid. Celi was referring to the large shoal area of present Boca Ciega
Bay, in the mouth of which, then as now, were numbers of small keys.
The present Sunshine Skyway causeway has significantly changed the
appearance of this area. It is noteworthy that Celi referred to it as
having “a large fishing ground”, yet, he made no mention of fishermen
or fishing ranchos which are presumed to have come some years later.
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half league from the point with the pine trees called Jiménez.
I managed to approach the coast at a distance of some 400 to
500 fathoms and reconnoiter along its length. I continued
sounding successively [from two to one and one-half] fathoms
with mud bottom.
Forming the coast into a determinate shape on the chart,
and carefully observing the aforementioned inlet, I turned
away with the longboat in order to follow the shoal and again
locate the three fathoms along its edge. Arriving here I ob-
served the Punta Pinal de Jiménez at N 3o NW, and Key
Velasco in the distance. I arrived at 7:30 A.M. and began my
assignment from the point where the survey signal was made
on the east end of the key, and from which another small part
of the key runs at an angle of 56o 15’, first quadrant, 600 fathoms.
From this position I observed a small key to which I gave the
name OSO, for it had the appearance of an “O S O”49 lying at
an angle of 18o, first quadrant, a distance of about 1300 fathoms.
A little more to the north and east there is another key which
I called Sierra, and I also observed a point having many pine
trees, to which I gave the name of Punta del Pinal de Jiménez50
[Point Pinellas], and which lies at an angle of 30o, first quadrant,
a distance of three leagues. Between this point and the easten-
most part of San Luis y Velasco a large inlet is formed. In turn,
I have tried to examine and survey it as being suitable only for
fishing boats. I called this Estero de Romero [Boca Ciega Bay],
and to the five keys which lie in its mouth I gave the following
names: to the southernmost one, Cayo Montaño; to the next
one, Cayo Argumedo; to the one next to this, Cayo Cabrera; to
the one after this, Cayo Arrivide; and to the one nearest the
coast, Cayo Arungure. All this area has little depth and in par-
ticular near Cayo O S O. The key of Sierra extends one-half
league outward from this position.
I turned toward the point until I was about 100 fathoms
49. The appellation OSO had nothing to do with direction even though
OSO means west-southwest in Spanish. It also means “bear” in this
language. U. S. Coast & Geodetic Survey Tampa Bay-Southern Part
indicates a tidal flat of the approximate configuration of the letters
“OSO” as they might have been written in capital letters by the
Spanish of that era. Thus Celi’s meaning is not entirely clear. The
northern end of this configuration is now crossed by part of the
causeway of the Sunshine Skyway.
50. From which the present Point Pinellas may well have derived its name.
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from it, and from this position I discovered a point to the
north which I observed at the angle of 5o, first quadrant at a
distance of three leagues. I again sought out the edge of the
shoal at three fathoms of depth; whereupon I steered N 5o NE-
this being the course of the edge of the shoal. Sounding succes-
sively in depths [ranging from three to six fathoms] until I
arrived at a distance from the point of one-half the range of a
pistol shot, I named this point Santa Cruz [probably Papys
Point]. [Departing this position, Celi boarded the xebec at 6:00
P.M., learning that the captain early that morning had proceeded
to another anchorage about mid-point in Tampa Bay.]
At 7:00 the xebec anchored in the middle of the bay and at
this time the captain ordered the carpenter with two seamen in
the canoe to proceed to Punta de1 Pinal de Jiménez in order to
bleed some pine trees, even though it is not the first of the
moon.51 Said Punta bore NW from the xebec a distance of two
and one-half miles and Cayo Velasco SW 5o S. At 1:30 Thurs-
day afternoon the carpenter and the two seamen returned, re-
lating how they had tapped eight pines, but that they had not
found any good ones. Some said that the land appeared to be
an island, and another that it was the mainland and that it had
two points,52 one to the east and another to the west, and that
near the one to the west there was good, very clear water. It
appears, moreover, that the point is washed by a river which
runs through the center to the other part as fresh and clear.
[One hour after the return of the carpenter and the two
seamen the anchor was again weighed and the fourth sail set,
to “approach the river,” according to Celi.53 Steering various
courses for a distance of some five miles, the xebec proceeded
in a northeasterly direction and was again anchored for the
night when the soundings indicated only two and one-half fath-
oms. Dawn came the next day— Friday— with horizons and sky
completely overcast but with a fair wind from the WSW. At
51. Referring perhaps to the belief that the pines should ideally be bled
or tapped to drain off the pitch only on the first phase of the moon.
52. See Chart 1257. These are presently known as Point Pinellas and
Maximo Point.
53. Celi was not referring to the possible river alluded to by the carpenter
and the seamen, but to one of which he obviously had prior knowledge.
The courses and distances of the xebec as well as subsequent develop-
ments bear this out. He was referring to the river of San Julian y
Arriaga, presently known as the Hillsborough.
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5:30 sails were set and the vessel was again proceeding farther
into the bay, but this time with an added precaution; the junior
pilot was ordered to sound ahead of the xebec with the long-
boat. He was to remain in sight and report the presence of
shoal water. After proceeding on various tacks through varying
depths which necessitated anchoring once, the forward progress
of the xebec was again halted when a new element presented
itself.]
At 8:30 a craft was seen from our stern proceeding toward
us; whereupon we anchored in three fathoms to await it. At
11:00 the craft came alongside; it was a canoe with four Indians,
natives of this country, who came armed with their muskets.
Our captain tried to entertain them, giving them a cask of
honey, tobacco, corn, and chickens. At 11:45 they returned to
land, and from what we could understand, they left to give
part of their gifts to their chief, who remained ashore with
four men.
Midday of the 22nd to the 23rd, Saturday noon. The
weather continues clear and the WNW wind favorable. At 2:00
P.M. a canoe came alongside with four Indians who came
aboard. My captain welcomed them, giving each one tobacco,
rum,54 and a seat in his chairs, showing them great affection.
He later gave them a cask of honey, a ration of corn and bread,
and handfuls of tobacco, all of which appeared to please the
Indians. At 3:00 we set sail, heading NNE with a NW wind.
The longboat was ordered to proceed ahead at a distance of
one mile, which was traversed in a depth of three and one-half
fathoms. The xebec steered NE 5o E a distance of one-half mile
in depths of four and four and one-half fathoms. At 3:45 we
anchored in three and one-half fathoms in sand bottom, for
the longboat had given the signal of shoal water. At 4:30 another
canoe came alongside with four other Indians who received the
same welcome. All eight Indians slept aboard our vessel that
night.
Dawn came Saturday with the same weather, except that
the seas were somewhat choppy from the NNW winds. At 8:45
A.M. the longboat with my companion pilot was ordered to re-
connoiter in search of a channel leading to the river. At 11:00
54. The Spanish word used was aguardiente. No doubt this was cane spirits
or rum, since the vessel came from Cuba.
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he returned and reported that he had found such a channel to
the NNE with a depth of four and four and one-half fathoms,
though rather narrow.
Midday of the 23rd to the 24th, Sunday. The same weather
continued as we were anchored in the aforementioned position,
the wind from the NNW and choppy seas from this offshore
wind. At 4:30 P.M. we set sail, steering NNE a distance of two
miles in depths of three and one-half and three fathoms. At 5:00
we anchored in the middle of the mouth of the bay which leads
to the river. I gave the name of Aguirre [Hillsborough Bay]
to this cove.
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